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“"If you're the chosen one
If you have felt the call of the earth,
If you understand its shadow,
Then, a tremendous responsibility awaits you.
Adversity could follow you wherever you go,
physical exhaustion could wear you down,
Your economic means could dwindle and disappear.
You could remain unknown to the world,
others may mock or deny you,
but it is useless, nothing will extinguish the light of your torch,
because it is not yours alone.
It is the light of the planet which has shown you the way.”

(Atahualpa Yupanqui)
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Dedicated to :

* Nahim, Alejandro and Damian because only by becoming a father
you truly understand life. And to my dear parents Ana and Andrew
who helped me become who I am today.
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cHaPter1

…Amaraka, in ancient Sanskrit the “land of the immortals” or “the green land in the shape
of a female” .……In his epic, Gilgamesh navigated in search of Utnapishtim, the immortal, in the land called Amúrriki. …….Centuries before the Spanish arrived in Central
America this area was already referred as “Amerrique” by its people. …… Is it possible
that the history of our true Amerika is forbidden? Amaraka, Amurriki, Amerika? I can’t get
these thoughts out of my head!!!

II wake up sweating. I see the clock and I realize that its 4:44 AM.
These thoughts wake me up again, I am not surprised. This has recently
become routine. Is it stress, anticipation of all the work to be done, or
all the hidden secrets to uncover? Counting ancient mysteries as one
counts sheep as I go back to sleep.
Once again I’m awake and it’s seven in the morning, might as well
check the mail (It's been a week since I last checked). I run across a letter of the Ecuadorian TV network Teleamazonas. I am speechless, excited, but also anxious. It was the desired outcome to a series of steps
that had been in the workings for the last two or more years.
I remember myself having an investigative mind since an early
age. To be honest I do not know at what age the "research bug" bit me,
but the inquisitive factor has always been present in my life. I am the
son of two scientists: My mother who was a chemist, and my father a
geologist who excelled as a palaeontologist. In the early 1980s, I recall accompanying my father many times while he prospected for minerals for mining companies, throughout Salinas Beach (located at the
western tip of the Ecuadorian coast).
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One memory from my childhood that stands out vividly in my
mind, is a trip to the Ecuadorian coast. As I tasted the sweet pulp surrounding the seeds of Cacao, I asked myself the question of why is this
bean called Cacao? At that precious moment at the age of seven or
eight, I was finding in the word alone, clues of how the word “Cacao”
and its meaning came to be.
After years of research in the studies of history, etymology, local native languages, and traditions I reflected once again on the word Cacao
and how phonetically speaking it forms the syllables “Kuh—Kuh—
Uh.” The syllable “KUH” is repeated twice, and it ends with the single sound “Uh” indicating that the main character or meaning is in the
“Kuh” word which is repeated twice this is based on the ancient language of the Shillipanu, of the Ecuadorian coastal civilization of the
Shyris, Kara culture, or “Sovereigns of the cord or Sovereigns of the
middle.” This language has many significant monosyllables which in
their own ancient meanings can be traced as root words to many other
words (which would reaffirm its character mother tongue). Going back
to the word Cacao, in the ancient “Shillipanu” language the word
“Kah" means seed, and the repetition of the word would indicate
“many” or “plurality” of the same. "Uh” is a word of the Kara cosmovision, which meaning is closely related to the sacred plant or plant origin. It is an indication of origin and fertility word that is repeated in
place names throughout the equatorial belt. In short, the Shillipanu
meaning of the word “Kah” “Kah” “Uh” translates to “Many sacred
nuggets.”
It was through my study of the Shillipanu language, my research on
linguistics, and epigraphic evidence of pre-Columbian cultural exchanges between American and Eurasian peoples which opened the
doors for the invitation from Teleamazonas to visit there. They needed
my “linguistic talents”. More than a talent I call it “Linguistic Coherence” though many will say "intuition", I prefer to this term that bring
both worlds; the evidential and the intuitive together.
Overflowing with the excitement, I was about to realize a cherished
dream: visiting the Tayos Caves, so after printing the mail and the attached letter I went to the office of my friend Dr. Gerardo Peña
Matheus, to inform him of my participation in the expedition to this
mythical place. He knew it well, as he was the legal advisor to the ex-
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pedition of 1969, lawyer and confidant Móricz Opos János, known in
these parts as Juan Móricz. The other reason for my visit to Dr. Peña
was to ask him to allow us to interview him and give us his thoughts
of the documentary to better understand what to expect.
Gerardo, as usual, received me in his office and after some small
talk, I informed him of the adventure I was to embark upon. He looked
at me and said: - Do it, Manuel, but do not expect to find anything
now. My advice to you is to make friends with the people, locals, and
cultivate the friendship for later trips, when you go and visit the caves
by yourself.
- By myself? I thought to myself and although a shiver ran through
me, I didn’t let Dr. Pena notice it. This would be an affirmation of the
influence of our discussions on Móricz’s claims about the presence of
an intra-terrestrial civilization he called Taltos.
Juan Móricz , on the 24th of June 1969 reported the discovery of a
huge system of underground tunnels and caves in eastern Ecuador, and
the existence within it of a true “Metallic Library” written in ideographic script and in addition, the discovery of precious objects of
great cultural and historical value to humanity. At the time the existence of such caves was unknown.
A month later Móricz organized and led the "Expedition Móricz
1969" which from the start was planned in two phases; the first called
“Cueva de los Cave Tayos”, which left the city of Guayaquil on July
26, 1969, and had the sole goal to prove the existence of a cave system, one of the largest in the region.
The purpose of the second phase called “Taltosok Barlangja” was to
prove the existence of archaeological findings, the nature of what he
found or “was allowed to find" as he used to say, which mainly comprised the existence of the Metallic Library and the possibility of contact with this advanced civilization.
I recognize that despite my "linguistic coherence”, I was to be as
pragmatic and rigorous with regard to scientific methodology on my
epigraphic and philological work. Although I had many experiences
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that could only be classified as paranormal, I would rather not bring
them into my thoughts and even less think that those very experiences
were in any way related to the same work I was to embark on.
- Of course, Gerardo!!!- I said this expedition will only be a good
learning experience, I will take this opportunity to become familiar
with the territory. As you know my main interest is to verify “in situ”
the affinity of lexical words of the Shuar language with those of the
Magyar (Hungarian) dictionary that you gave me.
- Congratulations-Dr. Pena said-count on me for anything you may
need. I arranged with the producer of the documentary, David Romero
the day and time of the interview with Gerardo Peña Matheus, I was
but the documentary crew that they needed me for a series of interviews. This prompted me to open my "memory chest" and I started to
organize both printed information that had piled into folders and files
on my computer, information that somehow reflected what were the
last 5 years of research on “Las Cuevas de los Tayos” and over 10yrs of
research in ethnomedicine and ancestral knowledge. As the hot month
of June 2010 passed,
I was able to compile a series of documents that summarized the
work I have been doing, and decided to name it Forbidden Amerika.
The Hungarian scholar Juan Móricz, whom I only hope to follow his
footsteps, in his only published book, called "The American Origin of
European Peoples" tells us that "the exclusion of the American continent from the historic cultural movement of peoples, is the stone of
angular distortion reflecting our current knowledge of prehistory. The
complex problems of origin of peoples and culture find no solution,
since the American continent has been excluded from our globe. In our
earth as a whole, prehistoric tribes of peoples made their travels,
moved, shaped and disseminated our current cultural heritage. "
As an ethnographic investigator of the ancestral peoples of Amerika
I have to agree with Móricz's theory. We have been conditioned in a
type of timeless colonization, in thinking that it was with Columbus
that arrived with culture, civilization and faith.
The scientific studies published in the length and breadth of this
land seek, supported by voluminous books and academically stamped
degrees to solidify that in Amerika there did not exist any other major
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civilization other than the Mayans, Incas and Aztecs; that other tribes
or cultures spoke languages so different that it was difficult for them to
understand each other, and even worse with their neighbors. All criteria distant of this continent as “neolithically eternal” are branded as
false, or accused of having no scientific rigor.
One of the first “taboo theories” is the presence of writing in these
territories, which would prove that they had a way to record their
knowledge and historical facts. If such a theory proved to be true, scientists would have a more accurate idea of the antiquity, expansion
and influence of the vernacular groups.

The researcher Ruth Rodriguez Sotomayor said in “Pre America”, as
she refers to the Pre-Columbian America, there were the following
types of writing:
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•
•

Geometric-Mathematical, among which we count the Kitus Tablets used by the
Wampums groups of ancestral North America,
Nepohualtzintzin or Aztec abacus, or quipu knotted cords in the Andean region.

I must add to the above the following:
•

The ticcisimi, an example reproduced in "Lettre dune Peruvian supposizione de'quipu per
rispetto alla" (De Sangro, 1750), which collects information from planets, using small figurines of colors. Quilla, the moon, is encoded as a small white circle, and Inti, the sun, with
a similar yellow. Amaru, the snake is represented by a curved strand mimicking its anatomical shape. In other examples Kuntur is represented by a knot, followed by a waning moon
followed in turn by three knots, all in the color white.

•

The writing of “CapacQuipu” or the royal scripture of the Inca, consists of Ticcisimi or textile code word in the hymn SumacÑusta states: "Beautiful princess, now your brother breaks
your pitcher, from your lymph god Pachacamac, the god Viracocha turns into rain" Source:
Altamura, L. "Relazione concernente consulenza verifies di di scritture ".

comparativodelmikmawconhieráticoegipcio.barryfell,americaa.c.

Other writing systems which existed were pictographic writings
which consisted mainly of murals and glyphs throughout Amerika.
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Ideographics like the well-known
Mayan Glyphs or the Yungas-Mochica written in lima beans, Mikmaw, Sioux, the
Paracas textiles, and Kellkas (Banana leaf
books), information provided by Ruth Rodriguez also through correspondence.
In the case of the Mikmaw writing of the
native Algonquins of North America, it was
anubis-cuevaburrows
long believed that it had been encoded by
a priest to facilitate communication of the indigenous, over time it has been brought into question, with plenty of
evidence that this was a registration system widely used in preColumbian times, and today, despite the reforms and adaptations, is
still in use.
the comparison of the “mikmaw” writing and the egyptian
hieraticaccordingtobarryfell,americab.c.
This latest example of pre- Columbian writing could also be confirmed by the discovery of the Burrows Cave in the early 80s, discovered by Russell Eugene Burrows in Olney, Illinois (USA). In these cave
hundreds of carvings and stone figures were found whose pictographs
were very similar to Egyptian iconography.
In his book "The Mystery Cave of Many Faces," Burrows stated that
under perchance and fortunate circumstances (just as the discovery of
Móricz and his Tayos Cave) through a narrow and difficult to access entrance hall, Burrows had reached a wide hall, which was similar to an
Egyptian funerary enclosure. The book is well documented with photographs of the discovered artefacts, hundreds of gold pieces with onomastic inscriptions (onomastic the study of the origin of names), a
variety of stones of different sizes and with varied writing that is easily recognizable with some old European languages (many of them
considered dead languages), also with Egyptian, Semitic, Sumerian
and other resulting in a mix of intercultural motifs and iconographies.
This still being a controversial discovery, I limit myself to share only di– 15 –
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rect information that I received from my U.S. friend, researcher Stephan
B. Shaffer, who has travelled throughout the U.S. territory to document
and collect first-hand information.
Concerning of the Burrows’ discoveries; “The figure of Anubis”, I
must mention “Ancient Hungarians" by Dr. Tibor Barath, Professor,
University of Kolozsvar in Hungary, Secretary of the Magyar Institute
in Paris, among many other reputable positions and responsibilities
which he held until his death. The author featured in at least 6 volumes on the History and Historiography of Sumerian and Egyptian cultures, and their relations with the Magyar people.
Dr. Barath was in Ecuador in October 1981, in order to visit Moricz
and share with his fellow countryman high-level information that
would allow to clarify the origin and implications of such a monumental discovery. I find no other explanation for their presence in the
country, as did the prominent Italian-Brazilian researcher Gabriel
D'Annunzio Baraldi, who argued that the Hittites were from Amerika
and the proto-language and script could be deciphered using the language of using the Tupi-Guarani language. ***Tupí–Guaraní (11pxLoudspeaker.svg.png ¬ pronunciation (help·info)) is the name of the
most widely distributed subfamily of the Tupian languages of South
America. It includes fifty languages, including the best-known languages of the family, Guaraní and Old Tupí.
The words jaguar, tapioca, jacaranda, anhinga, carioca, and
capoeira are of Tupí–Guaraní origin
Barath held that the Sumerian language was E-Megir; that is Magyar in its old phonetic form. He also argues that the similarities between the primitive languages Egypt-Hungary are very strong, direct
and deeply interrelated. The researcher tells us that the original name
of the Egyptian language was Makari, which is another old form of the
word Magyari. Also the national name of Egypt is still known as
“Misir”, a derivation from the same root as Masar, Magar, Makar. The
author concludes that the Ancient Egyptian and Sumerian must be considered primitive Hungarian languages. It calls my attention to the fact
that Barry Fell, Tibor Barath and John Móricz defend the preColumbian contact between Egyptian and Sumerian peoples (believed
of Magyar origin) and the ancient Americans.
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However, the transcendental theory that Móricz explained mostly
in his only written volume (The American origin of European peoples),
as well as letters and recorded lectures by Dr. Gerardo Peña Matheus
and reproduced in his book, "Documented History of discovery of the
Caves of the Tayos"; is that the Hungarian/ Naturalized Argentinian,
considered Amerika the mother continent of all cultural diffusion after
the great flood, thanks to the ease of navigation provided by using
ocean currents, especially the equatorial; and facilitated by the presence of the balsa tree. Móricz felt that the places where this tree grows
should be studied (such as the tropical forests of South America, especially Ecuador) to better understand how the early difussion migrations were realized.
Thor Heyerdahl, shared the theory, stating that Polynesia had been
settled in a first migration from the middle Amerika. Thor, not content
with writing a book on his findings, he decided to move to South America and then stock up on balsa wood bass from the Guayas river basin
(coast of Ecuador where the plant is native) moved to the port of Callao
in Peru, where the boat was built according to specifications guided by
the Spanish chroniclers described on the “Balseros del Sur”. He named
Kon-Tiki, the first part of the name in honor of the Andean pre-Hispanic god Kon, son of the Sun and Moon and according to the Andean world, father creator of a previous humanity
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